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ABSTRACT

The domain of length in Modern Icelandic is thesyl—
lable Rhyme. Length in stressed syllables is real-
ized by either a branching Nucleus or a branching
Coda. The consonant at the end of a word is extra—
metrical. Arguments are presented against an.ana1y—
sis in which the domain of length is the syllable
Nucleus. The analysis takes into account the
lengthening of preconsonantal consonants in stressed
syllables observed by traditional scholars. The
resulting analysis predicts length by a single
lengthening rule, and avoids syllable restructuring
and vowel shortening rules.

INTRODUCTION

lmdern Icelandic exemplifies the close relation
between stress and quantity that has been observed
in many languages. In Modern Icelandic, length of
syllables is predictable from stress: stressed syl-
lables are long, and unstressed syllables are short.
Icelandic thus contrasts with English, in which
stress is at least partly predictable from syllable
length} Quantity in Icelandic has been approached
from both a prosodic and a segmental point of view.
For Haugen [ll], quantity belongs to syllables; in
particular to the Nucleus, which Haugen claims is
complex in long syllables. Anderson [1] andérnason
[3] refine Haugen's proposal by saying that the
Nucleus is branching in long syllables and non-
branching in short syllables. Benediktsson [4]

adopts a segmental approach to length, arguing that
quantity can be represented at a phonemic level by

the contrast between long and short consonants,

with vowel length predicted by allOphonic rules. I
will argue for the prosodic approach to Icelandic
quantity, using an autosegmental framework. I will

claim that length is inherent in the syllable Rhyme
rather than in the Nucleus alone.

In Icelandic, primary word stress falls on the
initial syllable of a word, and secondary stresses
occur in alternating patterns, with morphologically
determined variations [2]. Syllables are longunder
both primary and secondary stress, although some
shortening occurs under secondary stress [6]. In

stressed syllables, long vowels and long consonants
are in complementary distribution, as‘in (1).

(1) a. VG: menn 'men'(nom.pl.) [menz]
b. V:C men 'necklace' [ms:n]
c. V: b5, 'household' [bu:]

A Syllable with a V or VC Rhyme is not long, and a

V:C: Rhyme is not permitted. Icelandic is thus un-
1ike English, in which a VG syllable may be long,

and unlike Estonian, in which a long syllable may
be V:C: [14].

Ofeigsson [16] and Einarsson [5,6] have noted in
addition that preconsonantal consonants are length-
ened under stress, as in hestur 'horse' and ioja
'industry,’ which Einarsson [6] transcribes as
[hES'tYE] and [ld'ja]. This consonant lengthening
is most apparent under contrastive stress [3] and
in words used as citation forms. Ofeigsson and
Einarsson transcribe the lengthened consonants as
half—long, assuming a degree of length between long
and short. Liberman [15] did not find any signifi—
cant difference in duration between the E in last
'blame' and the s in gulast 'most yellow,’ which
should be short since it is in an unstressed sylla-
ble. But Liberman notes that the phonetic corre-
lates of quantity are as yet ill-determined and may
involve intensity.as well as duration. Liberman
concludes that consonants such as the n in mynd
'picture' and the s in last carry the "quantitative
peak" and leaves the phonetic realization indeter—
minate. In this paper, I shall adopt Haugen's pro—
posal [11] that preconsonantal consonants have full
length phonologically under stress. I shall not
address the question of their phonetic value, but
I shall assume with Haugen that they may be reduced
by reduction-processes operating in consonant clus-
ters. Lengthening applies to continuants, sonor—
ants, and voiced stops, as in (2).

(2) a. haféi [hav‘dt] Yhad'
b. lax [lax-s] 'salmon'
c. sagoi [say~6L] 'said'
d.' sandur [san'n] 'sand'
e. harour [har-éYr] 'hard'
f. sigla '[SLfi-la 'to sail'

Voiceless stops are preaspirated in this position
[19], a topic I cannot explore here.

' SYLLABIC ANALYSES

Arnason [3] proposes a syllabic account of quan-
tity in Icelandic which incorporates lengthening of
preconsonantal consonants under stress. He assumes
with Haugen [11] that quantity is localized in the
Nucleus and that the lengthened consonant is part
of the Nucleus. Arnason represents vask [vaS'k]
'sink' (acc.sg.) and bi as in (3). ’

(3) Syllable
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Arnason speaks of elements in the Nucleus as being

"stretchable." In more formal terms, we can say
that the second element in the Nucleus is length-

ened, giving a long g.
Anderson [1] gives a more formalized syllabic

analysis. He too assumes that length is localized
in the Nucleus. However, he does not consider the
consonant lengthening. He defines stressed sylla-
bles as those that have branching nuclei, whichneed
not be binary branching in underlying form, but are
reduced to binary branching on the surface. A
stressed syllable with a short vowel fills in the
Nucleus by moving the consonant in the Coda into the
Nucleus, as in (4), which represents the Rhyme of
vask. Here, the association of the consonant to the
Coda is broken and the consonant is reassociated to
the Nucleus. 9g stands for Coda.

(4) R
N.———‘-~‘Ed . 9- l/N::T§--.Ed

% c,—””‘\h J§S~\\? ,

a k

We can formalize the lengthening of the §_by a rule
that adds a C slot to the Nucleus, as in (5).

(5) r’b
8 S

Ternary nuclei must be limited to this structure,
since Icelandic does not have overlong vowels or
overlong syllabic consonants. The need for a
lengthening rule shows that Anderson's movementrule
is not sufficient to account for the data. By giv—
ing up the movement rule and lengthening theconso-
nant in its base generated position in the Coda, we
will achieve the same empirical result and at the
same time simplify the grammar. A grammar without
the movement rule must also give up the requirement
that long syllables have branching nuclei, since the
Nucleus in vask will'be non-branching.

Another problematic aspect of length is the dif-
ference between monosyllables and polysyllables. In
monosyllables, a vowel or diphthong is long if it
ends the word, as in EEé [skou:]'shoe' andbd [bu:L
or if it is followed by just one consonant,_§s in
skip [sk-Izph] 'ship' and Egg [hauzr]-'hairl' ‘(It
is debatable which part of the diphthong is length-
ened, Haugen [ll] claiming it to be the off-glide.
I will.not pursue the matter here.) In monosylla—
bles ending in two consonants, the consonant immedi-
ately following the vowel is lengthened, as in skips
[sif-s] 'ship' (gen.sg.) and béls [haul-s] 'fire'
(gen.sg.). In disyllables, the stressed vowel is
lengthened if it ends the syllable, as in h6$fu6
[hoso] 'head.‘ The 3 here is not part of the
spelling but marks the syllable division. If the,
syllable ends in one consonant, that consonant is
lengthened, as in haf$oi [hav-ét] 'had.' These
patterns are schematized in (6).

(6) a. V£(C)# c. V:$ (# - word boundary;
b. VC:C# d. VC:$ $ - syllable boun-

dary)
If we reduce (6a and b) to (6c and d) by ignoring
the word-final consonant, we obtain the generaliza-
tion that the last segment in the syllable is long.
I will formalize the notion of ignoring the word-
final consonant by adopting Kiparsky's proposal [13]

that in Icelandic the last consonant in a word is
extrametrical, that is, is not visible to rules

applying to metrical structure. This constraint is
based on work by Hayes [10] and Harris [9] which
shows that a unit at the edge of a constituent may

be ignored in prosodic systems such as stress and

syllable structure. Consonant extrametricality in
Icelandic is specified as in (7). .

(7) C + [+extrametricall/ ____#

The extrametrical consonant is adjoined to the syl-
lable after metrical rules have applied.

Stressed syllables ending in consonant clusters
(excluding extrametrical consonants) are transcribed
by Binarsson [6] with no length either on the vowel
or on the postvocalic consonants, as in (8).

(8) a. sindi [SIylgI] 'sailed'
b. vins$tri [VInstrL] 'left'
c. efl$di [evlgI] 'strengthened'
d. eflt [sflt] 'strengthened'(p.p)
e. vasks [vasks] 'sink' (gen.sg.)

These examples show that a sequence of two‘conso-
nants in the Rhyme is sufficient to make the sylla-
ble long (disregarding extrametrical consonants in
(d) and (e)). Comparing (6) and (8) and abstracting
from extrametrical consonants, we represent the
Rhyme of a long (stressed) syllable as in (9).

(9) a. V: ‘ b. VC: c. VCIC2

Adopting the terminology of autosegmental phonology.
in which feature complexes are linked to timing
slots in a CV skeleton, and assuming that geminates
are linked to two timing slots, we summarize(9) as

(10) A long (Stressed) syllable in Icelandic issue
that has either two V slots or two C slots
(but not both) at the end of the Rhyme.

(10) is diagrammed in (11).

(11) a. b. R

IV”‘\V 0 ¢ d,/’\\C

N°te “0" ¢1°8e1y (10) and (11) approximate the tra-
ditional definition of a long syllable in Icelandic
as one with a long vowel or a long consonant in
complementary distributibn.

SYLLABIFICATION

I assume that syllable divisions in Icelandicaregoverned by the conventions in (12)—(14)- I
(12) Syllable onsets conform to the sonority hier-archy in (i) (from Kiparsky [12]).

(i) Vowels—Clides-r-l-Nasals-Fricatives-St°Ps1 2 34 s ‘ 6 7Numbers 1 to 7 are in order of decreasing 5°“°r1ty'Segments in an Onset must be in order of increasm8sonority. An Onset may not contain two segmentEOfthe same sonority. Violations of (12) may °ccurwzrd-initially, as in the s + stop or fricative 1?

:Vgriurt?b::::?9" EEEra 'to save.‘ skEEEEE 'tax’

(13) Maximize the
clusters consistin
followed by a segm

Coda of a syllable. However,

8 of a voiceless stop (2.199“ 5
cut of sonority level 3 or higfiet

are in the onset.

(14) A non-null onset is preferred.

Rules (13) and (14) interact to give the syllable

divisions hes$tur, haf$6i, and sigl$di. If there

is only one intervocalic consonant, it belongs to

the Onset of the next syllable, as in_ha$fa, shpwing

that (14) has priority over (13). (13) applies cru-

cially in of$run [of-rYn], [ov-rYn] 'lifting' and
el$ja [el'Jal 'skill,‘ where (12) would allow both
intervocalic consonants in the Onset.

The exception statement in (13) accommodates the

well—known cases where a stressed vowel in a disyl—

labic word is long preceding a sequence of,p,£,£,or

s followed by 13!, or 5, These sequences regularly

form onsets, as in 1e$pja 'to lap up,’ snu$pra 'to

rebuke,‘ vi$tja 'to visit,’ ve$kja 'to awaken,‘

v6$kva 'to water,‘ ti$tra 'to shiver,‘ a$krar

'fields,‘ E$sja (name of a mountain), and ha$sra

[hoarse' (gen.pl.). The first vowel is invariably

long in these examples, e.g. [|€:phja], [Sns ra].

Onsets in 22, which are not attested, seem to be an

accidental gap. An onset beginning with 5! should

not occur, since it violates the sonority hierarchy

(121), s and v being both of sonority level 6. We

find that this is in fact the correct prediction.

The standard exam le of an sv onset is tvisvar

[thVI:svar] ‘twicz‘ [6]. However, Oresnik and

Pétursson [17] point out that this is really a com-

pound consisting of tvi + gygg (cf. pgigygg
'thrice'), whose syllabification before g1 is dueto
the presence of a word boundary before ever. As

evidence that sv is not an Onset, they cite the

following examples, which have a short vowel before

3!: hdsvir [hos-VIg] 'wolf,‘ hdsvast [hos-yest]

'potter about,’ hasvan [h85~van| 'grey'(acc.sg.m.).
By eliminating sv as a possible Onset, we avoid

Carnes' claim [§T that x is a glide, which is meant

to make sv conform to the sonority hierarchy.

The exception statement in (13) results in the

syllabification vins$tri 'left' and aum$kva 'to

ity.‘ Einarsson's transcriptions [6] of these as

EVLHSIFL] and [Bym-khva] suggest that this is the

right'analysis.

LENGTHENING

I propose (15) and (16) to derive (11).

(15) N + N, I Iklo .(o = Syllable,
I - s s = strong.), v _ v .

(16) '%d +. cs / }3]93

C C C ,

(15) and (16) are combined as (17):

(17) U + U I ‘ ] ] (U - Nucleus or

I /‘\ NR 03 Coda;

x X X - V or C)

I assume with Kiparsky [13] and others that vowel

length is not distinctive in Icelandic. I represent

this by assigning only one V slot to the underlying

Nucleus. (l7) inserts a V slot in the Nucleus of a

stressed syllable with an empty Coda, and inserts

a C slot into the Coda of a stressed syllable with

a Coda containing just one C slot. _(l7) applies

after the final metrical structure of the word is

determined, assuming Arnason's analysis [2] of

stressed syllables as strong. (17) applies post-

lexically, after operations that affect syllable

structure, such as inflectional and derivational

suffixation, attachment of clitics, andphonological

rules such as u-Epenthesis, j-Deletion, andSyncope,

as proposed by Kiparsky [13]. I assume the con—

straints on autosegmental representations given in

Pulleyblank [18],.name1y that features are associ-

ated to timing units from left-to—right in a.one—to-

one relation, and that association lines do not

cross. I also assume with Pulleyblank that Spread-

ing is not automatic. In Icelandic, spreading is

rightward, as specified in (18).

(18) E, ‘X (X = a skeletal slot V or C,

H B a melody unit.)

Applying Lengthening (l7) and Spreading (18), I

derive hestur and hafa in (19) and (20).

(19) ,z”’/“\‘\\ (w = weak)

0 o +

0/’é\R o’/qk‘n R

l I‘ACdl I”? {5s
c v b c v i v c . p
I I I I I l L/
h e s t u r“ e s

(20)

d”\‘n o p n
l I l N N
c d c d

I .r'I i f I .L
The structural change in (19), (20), and the deri—

vations below shows only the affected Rhyme of the

first syllable. Inserted slots are in italics.

Lengthening (17) does not apply to sigldi~(21), so

there is no change. v

(21) ' /\
as 0w .

0”P~‘~R 0”.\\R

III/3s Ii .
‘f'YI‘f III -s L y l d . L

The monosyllables bi, vask, and 225 [vorr].'springb

are derived in (22)-(24). Extrametrical consonants

are enclosed in brackets; inserted V or C is in

italics. I am simplifying Arnason's representations

by omitting the weak empty syllable that completes

the foot of a monosyllable.

A 23(22) ”g§‘~ ( ) "SE‘

‘i‘I °"‘-N IN
A 5“? c J\\? [C]
I L" | L" l
b u v o r

i
‘ I

l

(glide J_°t.£ ). or a voiceless stop fallowed by l
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(24) as

0——”—’““rR

N””’\\‘?d
l \

c v c ,0 [c]
3 La’ I

v a s k

The last monosyllabic type is vasks (25). Here,
Lengthening (17) does not apply.

(25) o

l n ' ca~
c v c"”‘\‘c [c]| I l L I
V a S S

This analysis needs no additional rules to account
for the alternation in length of the g in vask
[vas'k] and vasks [vasks], which follows from the
application of Lengthening (17) to the input struc-
tures in (24) and (25). The alternation in vowel
length shownAin m [vo:r] and vors [vog's] 'spring'
(gen.sg.) is likewise handled by Lengthening (17),
which applies to vors in (26) to derive the short-
vowel form. Compare (23), in which (17) derives a
long vowel.

(26) o
. OAR >

‘,af”‘-“
¥ C

C V [CI I Lr’p I]
V O r S

This alternation in vowel length occurs regularly
when a consonantal suffix is added to amonosyllable
ending in a single consonant, such as ski [sk'y:ph]
'ship' and skips [skJLf-s] (gen.sg.); bag [bau:th]
'boat[ (acc.sg.) and bats [baus:] ’boat' (gen.sg.).
My analysis accounts for the alternation in vowel
length, as well as the alternation in consonant
length, by the general lengthening rule (17), with-
out needing recourse to the additional shortening
rule needed in Anderson's analysis [1]. (Consonant
assimilations in these examples are due to other
rules.) ,

Finally, the minimal pair menn and 233 (la, lb)
are derived in (27) and (28).

(27) menn 'men' (28) m 'necklace'

O 0‘0,,sa::§\b . of,.a\E

l E éefg [c] l 5\\‘V [c]
I i L' I I Lv' l
m e n n m e n

The final nasal cluster in menn (27) is reduced
by later rules to obtain the approximately equal
duration found by Garnés [7] for menn and men.

To summarize, the rule of Lengthening (l7), with
the syllabification conventions (12)—(14),a¢c0untg
for.Ice1andic syllable quantity in a simpler and
more empirically adequate way than does the analy-
sis proposed by Anderson [1], which appeals to
additional syllable restructuring and shortening,
rules.

4——"IIIII|
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